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III Various Books Ⅲ　さまざまなほん
This section introduces selected manuscript books, printed books and
distinctive books of each period in over 1,300 years of the history of
Japanese books, as well as materials surrounding them.

(1-1) Manuscript Books in
Each Period

（1-1）かくじだいのしゃ
ほん

The history of manuscript books in Japan began in the 7th century and
continues today. The following exhibit shows selected manuscript books
from each period to highlight their chronological transformation.

Manuscript Books in the
Nara Period

ならじだいのしゃほん

Almost all extant manuscript books in the Nara period are Buddhist books, a
majority of which are manuscript Buddhist sutras. Most of them were
originally inherited in Buddhist temples in Nara, regardless of where they are
currently stored.

Manuscript Books in the
Heian Period

へいあんじだいのしゃほん

Extant manuscript books in the Heian period mainly consist of Buddhist
books in terms of quantity, while they also include many Japanese and
Chinese non-Buddhist books. However, the proportion of manuscript
Buddhist sutras decreased and books made in Japan about the religious
principles and practice methods had increased.

Manuscript Books in the
Kamakura to Nanboku-chō
Periods

かまくら～なんぼくちょう
じだいのしゃほん

Manuscript books in the Kamakura and Nanboku-cho periods increased in
terms of both the number of extant books and categories. It should also be
noted that extant books include autographs by the author and manuscript
books made in the year near the establishment of its original.

Manuscript Books in the
Muromachi Period

むろまちじだいのしゃほん
When it comes to manuscript books in the Muromachi period, significantly
more books exist today and it is not uncommon for autographs by the author
to have been inherited.

Manuscript Books in the Edo
Period

えどじだいのしゃほん
In the Edo period when publication flourished, many manuscript books were
still produced. Numerous books exist today as this period is more recent.

Manuscript Books in the
Meiji Period

めいじじだいのしゃほん

In the Meiji period, manuscript books written with Indian ink on Japanese
paper were commonly produced. As a whole, however, traditional
manuscript books would finish playing their important role in the world of
books soon.

(1-2) Printed Books in Each
Period

（1-2）かくじだいのはん
ぽん

The number of printed books in Japan had been increasing since the late
Heian period, but it is since the Kamakura period that many books have been
inherited until today. The following exhibit shows printed books in the
Kamakura and subsequent periods.

Kohanpon こはんぽん
Kohanpon means printed books before the Muromachi period. Many
kohanpon books were published by Buddhist temples and named after the
temple or Buddhist sect.

Kasuga-ban かすがばん

Books published by Kofukuji Temple in Nara since around the end of the
Heian period. They are commonly called kasuga-ban because their kanki
often declares faith in the god of Kasuga, the guardian deity of the Hosso
sect. Kasuga-ban books mainly consist of sutras, doctrines and their
commentaries related to the Hosso sect.

Kōya-ban こうやばん

Books published at Mt. Kōya since the middle Kamakura period, mainly
consisting of sutras and doctrines related to the Shingon sect, as well as
books by Kobo Daishi. Sasshibon books are characterized by being bound in
decchoso and using thick choshi called Koya paper.

Gozan-ban ござんばん

Books that were published since the middle Kamakura period by the Five
Mountains in Kyoto and Kamakura and other zen temples. They are
characterized by many Chinese books along with Buddhist books and they
have a strong influence from Chinese and Korean printed books.

Kokatsujibon こかつじぼん

From the end of the 16th century to the middle of the 17th century, many
books were made by mainly printing with wooden movable type. These
books are called kokatsujibon, some of which have a name specific to the
place of publication.

Chokuhan ちょくはん

Books published by imperial command, including Bunroku chokuhan
(Kobun Kokyo , 1593, not extant) and Keicho chokuhan (Nihonshoki Jindai
no Maki , Rongo , etc., 1597–1603) by Emperor Go-Yozei and Gen'na
chokuhan (Kocho Ruien , 1621) by Emperor Go-Mizunoo.
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Saga-bon さがぼん

A group of printed books that have the Koetsu-style movable type face
invented by Hon'ami Koetsu (most of them are kokatsujibon) is generally
called saga-bon because those books were allegedly published with financial
support from Suminokura Soan in Saga, Kyoto. However, the involvement of
Koetsu and Soan is only supposed because there is no evidence for it.

Eizan-ban えいざんばん

Books published at Mt. Hiei. While some books published in the Kamakura
period are also called so, this term generally means kokatsujibon books that
were published during the Keicho to Kan'ei periods. This category mainly
consists of Buddhist books related to the Tendai sect.

Kokatsujibon in the Keicho
and Gen'na Periods

けいちょうげんなきのこか
つじぼん

Kokatsujibon in the Keicho and Gen'na periods when old movable type
printing flourished, generally in a larger format with larger characters than
ones in the subsequent Kan'ei period.

Kokatsujibon in the Kan'ei
Period

かんえいきのこかつじぼん
Kokatsujibon in the Kan'ei period when old movable type printing gradually
declined after its peak, generally with smaller characters.

Seihanbon in the Edo Period えどじだいのせいはんぼん

From around the middle of the 17th century when old movable type printing
ceased to flourish, seihanbon dominated again. Printing plates with tangled
pictures and characters or waka poems written irregularly are unique to
seihanbon and difficult for kokatsujibon.

Early Modern and Modern
Mokkatsujibon

きんせい～きんだいのもっ
かつじぼん

Books printed with wooden movable type were made from the late Edo
period to the Meiji period. These are called early modern (modern)
mokkatsujibon.

Modern Seihanbon きんだいのせいはんぼん

In the Meiji period, seihanbon books were still made by the same method
used for those in the Edo period. However, it seems that publication of new
books printed by wooden printing blocks almost disappeared around the
Taisho period.

Japanese Style Modern
Books Printed with Metal
Movable Type

きんだいのわそう
きんぞくかつじぼん

In the Meiji period, many books were printed by a new method of metal
movable type printing and bound in the Japanese-style traditional fukurotoji
format.

(2-1) Illustrated Manuscript
Books

（2-1）えいりしゃほん
Some manuscript books have a number of beautifully colored pictures. These
books were probably made so that the reader could enjoy the pictures as well
as the text. The following exhibit shows both kansubon and sasshibon.

Emaki (Illustrated Scrolls) えまき

Emaki is made based on stories or setsuwa as kansubon by splicing legends
and pictures alternately. Many emaki books were created from around the
Heian period. Some books only have pictures with no legends. In any case,
these are books focusing on pictures.

Eirisasshishahon (Illustrated
Sasshi Manuscript Books)

えいりさっししゃほん
Later than emaki, manuscript sasshibon books with many pictures were also
produced. Nara ehon is representative in this category.

Nara Ehon ならえほん

Illustrated sasshibon-style books primarily about a story that were often made
from the end of the Muromachi period to the early Edo period. They are
categorized into portrait recchoso books and landscape fukurotoji books. The
former often have pictures drawn by minute brushwork with brilliant colors,
while the latter have many simple and intimate pictures.

(2-2) Eirihanpon
 (Illustrated Printed Books)

（2-2）えいりはんぽん
There are also quite a few printed books with pictures. The following exhibit
shows books with pictures printed with Indian ink and colored with a brush
on them, and books printed in multiple colors using color woodblocks.

Sumizuri Saishikibon
(Indian-ink-Printed Color
Books)

すみずりさいしきぼん
Books on which outlines of pictures and black backgrounds are printed with
Indian-ink woodblocks and colored with a brush on them. This type is found
since the Edo period.

Tanrokubon たんろくぼん

Printed books of stories published in the early Edo period, with illustrations
colored in vermilion, green and yellow. Unlike common coloring, colors
were applied only at some parts, and the drawer did not adequately consider
the relationship between the colors and the subjects that the picture depicts,
but they have a uniqueness to them.
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Kappazuribon かっぱずりぼん

Books made by hollowing parts to be colored out of a paper pattern, putting
the paper pattern on an illustration and color-painting those parts with
brushes. This method without using color woodblocks can achieve an effect
like multicolor-printing. This type can be found since the middle Edo period.

Irozuribon
(Color-Printed Books)

いろずりぼん
Books with pictures color-printed by using color woodblocks for several
colors as well as woodblocks for Indian ink.

Tashokuzuribon
(Multicolor-Printed Books)

たしょくずりぼん

Books whose pictures were printed with several color woodblocks. They
emerged in the middle Edo period. With the involvement of ukiyo-e drawers,
many illustrated books were produced. This type had a relationship with the
development of nishiki-e.

Chirimen-bon ちりめんぼん

Illustrated small books about Japanese old stories or legends published in
English or other foreign languages from 1885 to the early Showa period.
They had illustrations printed in multiple colors with woodblocks. They are
called chirimen-bon because wrinkles like ones of chirimen or silk crepe are
placed on paper.

(3) Kōhon, Seishobon, Kō
seizuri (Drafts, Fair Copies,
Proofs)

（3）こうほん・せいしょ
ぼん・こうせいずり

Of manuscript books, ones for which the author was involved in the
production process may be called a specific name. The following explains
them with some examples.

Kōhon (Drafts) こうほん
An uncompleted draft book for a work. When the process can be divided
into several stages, shoko-bon refers to the first draft, saiko-bon to the
second draft, sanko-bon to the third draft, and so on.

Seishobon (Fair Copies) せいしょぼん

A fair copy made based on the draft. In many cases it is identical to the fixed
draft, while a tentative fair copy may be made during the production process
in some cases. A person different from the author may make a fair copy at
the author's request.

Kōseizuri (Proofs) こうせいずり

There are a small number of extant proofs on which printing was attempted
with composed movable type or carved woodblocks and the author wrote
down his instructions for a correction. They are exhibited here with the
books published.

(4) Materials Other than
Books

（4）しょもついがいのし
りょう

There is a group of materials positioned adjacent to books, though they are
not treated as a book in terms of their form. The following exhibit shows
them.

Kohitsugire こひつぎれ
Parts that were cut from old manuscript books so that people could enjoy
them. While they may be put in an album or transformed into a scroll, the
following exhibit shows ones in the form of cut parts.

Tanzaku たんざく
A long and narrow slip of paper for writing waka or the first line of a renga
or haikai poem. Tanzaku emerged at the end of the Kamakura period and
they are still widely used today.

Kakejiku (Hanging Scrolls) かけじく
A form originally invented for hanging Buddism painting on the wall for
adoration, but eventually used also for enjoying a picture or calligraphy.
Kohitsugire and ichimaimono are often transformed into a hanging scroll.

Ichimaimono いちまいもの
A piece of paper but relatively small objects about as large as a piece of
paper, such as letters, documents or small maps. Printed ones are called
ichimaizuri.

Tatamimono たたみもの
Relatively large objects originally designed to be folded for storage,
including large-sized maps. A cover is often put on the part that faces up
when folded.


